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Easily descend in 2019 for Hang Seng Index
In this time, near end of the year 2018, I do recognize my “pessimistic”
forecast for HK economy in the coming year of new 2019. ,,,,,,
Especially for USA, which since being elected in 11/2016, & took
inauguration of presidential office from 1/2017, Donald Trump showed really
much further hostile attitude in diplomatic relationship towards China. And,
owing to HK is just a China’s Special Administrative Region, this internationally
confrontational-rivalry, will certainly detriment economy of China-Hong-Kong
as well!
In fact, since reunification of HK back to China in 1997, maybe as the shift
of sovereignty (from UK) that to return to People’s Republic of China, USA
seemed to strongly attack the Financial Market of HK in secret, via famous
investors like Soros, Buffett. And, consecutively it caused persistent deflated of
years for HK till 2004. This history can still deeply impressed by many of local
us!
I personally hope, that the government led by Carrie LAM Chief Executive,
or the Monetary Authority, will take higher alertness to the gradual increment of
diplomatic-hostility of USA, towards HK! If Hang Seng Index will have too
drastically drop down, by the attack of (mainly US) financial-investors, the
Linked Exchange Rate set for 1US$ : 7.8 HK$, can possibly be changed to,
such as 1 : 8 attract more return back of “hot money” be which mainly
carried as US$ for medium, under further boost of value of US$ at rate, on
exchanging to HK$.
Beside foreign factors, from local domestic perspective, it seems to be not
well prospect for HK future economy! Like the crisis of rampant African Swine
Flu, it disperses as at so raging way, to approach to the region. How the price
of pork, can be suddenly surged up due to this plague, which severely
detriment the livelihoods of the city?
On the whole, what I now do guess, up to the time of 31/12 end of 2019,
it’s anticipated conservatively, Hang Seng Index of Hong Kong, will be dipped
to <25,000 points, while be <20,000 ones more wretchedly! Do you think, be
too absurdly negative expectation for this opinion of mine?
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